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On the Deployment of Wireless Sensor Networks
for Air Quality Mapping: Optimization Models and
Algorithms
Ahmed Boubrima, Walid Bechkit and Hervé Rivano

Abstract— Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are widely used
in environmental applications where the aim is to sense a
physical phenomenon such as temperature, air pollution, etc.
A careful deployment of sensors is necessary in order to get a
better knowledge of these physical phenomena while ensuring the
minimum deployment cost. In this paper, we focus on using WSN
for air pollution mapping and tackle the optimization problem
of sensor deployment. Unlike most of the existing deployment
approaches, which are either generic or assume that sensors
have a given detection range, we define an appropriate coverage
formulation based on an interpolation formula that is adapted to
the characteristics of air pollution sensing. We derive from this
formulation two deployment models for air pollution mapping
using integer linear programming while ensuring the connectivity
of the network and taking into account the sensing error of nodes.
We analyze the theoretical complexity of our models and propose
heuristic algorithms based on linear programming relaxation and
binary search. We perform extensive simulations on a dataset
of the Lyon city, France in order to assess the computational
complexity of our proposal and evaluate the impact of the
deployment requirements on the obtained results.
Index Terms— Wireless sensor networks (WSN), sensor deployment, air pollution mapping, pollution-aware coverage, heterogeneous connectivity.

I. I NTRODUCTION
IRELESS sensor networks (WSN) are widely used in
environmental applications where the aim is to sense
a physical phenomenon such as temperature, humidity, air
pollution, etc. In this context of application, the use of WSN
allows us to understand the variations of the phenomenon over
the monitoring region and therefore be able to take adequate
decisions regarding the impact of the phenomenon [2]. Air
pollution is one of the main physical phenomena that still need
to be studied and characterized because it highly depends on
other phenomena such as temperature and wind variations. In
addition, air pollution is becoming a major threat to human
health in urban environments. According to the World Health
Organization (WHO), exposure to air pollution is accountable
to seven million casualties in 2012. In 2013, the International
Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) classified particulate
matter, the main component of outdoor pollution, as carcinogenic for humans. Air pollution is therefore considered as
a major issue of modern megalopolis, where the majority
of world population lives. As a consequence, the effective
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monitoring of pollutant emissions is at the heart of many
sustainable development efforts, in particular those of smart
cities.
Current air pollution monitoring stations are equipped with
multiple lab pollution sensors [3]. These systems are however massive, inflexible and expensive. An alternative – or
complementary – solution would be to use wireless sensor
networks (WSN) [4] [5]. The progress of electrochemical sensors, that are smaller and cheaper while keeping a reasonable
measurement quality, makes the use of WSN for air pollution
monitoring viable [6]. The use of WSN for air pollution
monitoring may target two objectives [7]: i) the regular air
pollution sampling and mapping; and ii) the detection of
threshold crossings in order to trigger adequate alerts. Unlike
the works presented in [8] [9] where our target was threshold
monitoring, we focus in this paper on regular mapping while
tackling the deployment issue of sensor nodes.
The deployment optimization is a major challenge in WSN
design. The problem consists in determining the optimal
positions of sensors and sinks so as to cover the environment and ensure the network connectivity while optimizing
an objective function such as the deployment cost or the
network lifetime [10]. The network is said connected if each
sensor can communicate information to at least one sink node.
The coverage issue has been often modeled as a k-coverage
problem where at least k sensors should monitor each point
of interest. Most research work on coverage uses a simple
detection model which assumes that a sensor is able to cover
a point in the environment if the distance between them is
less than a radius called the detection range [11]. This can
be true for some applications like presence sensors but is not
suitable for pollution monitoring. Indeed, a pollution sensor
needs to take a sample of the air in order to determine
the pollution concentration. The notion of detection range is
thus irrelevant in this context. Although some WSN-based air
pollution monitoring systems are already operating [12] [13]
[14], the deployment issue of sensor nodes while taking into
account the quality of air pollution maps has not yet been
investigated.
In this paper, we propose novel optimization models and
algorithms for WSN deployment in the context of air pollution
mapping based on a preliminary work and few discussions that
we presented in [1]. Unlike most of the existing deployment
approaches, which are either generic or assume that sensors
have a given detection range, we base on pollution-aware interpolation to define an appropriate mathematical formulation
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of coverage quality in the context of air pollution mapping.
We formulate the quality of air pollution mapping of a given
sensor network depending on the sensing error of the deployed
nodes and the estimation error of pollution concentration at
locations where no sensor is deployed. The estimation error
is defined as the difference between the ground truth (or
real) value of pollution concentration and the concentration
obtained by applying an adequate interpolation method on the
measurements of sensor nodes. We derive from our formulation of coverage quality two deployment models using integer
programming modeling. The first deployment model allows
us to minimize the network deployment cost while ensuring
a required coverage quality. In the second model, we propose
instead to optimize the coverage quality without exceeding a
given deployment budget. Both optimization models ensure the
connectivity of the network based on the flow concept, which
guarantees that the deployed sensors are able to send pollution
data to at least one sink node. We also take into account
the sensing error of sensor nodes, the impact of weather
conditions on the variations of pollution concentrations and the
heterogeneity of sensing and communication characteristics of
nodes. We analyze the theoretical complexity of our models
and propose heuristic algorithms based on linear programming
relaxation and the concept of binary search.
We perform extensive simulations on a dataset of the Lyon
city, France in order to assess the computational complexity
of the proposed models and algorithms. We show that the less
the pollution variability in the deployment region, the higher is
the time of solving the optimization models and therefore the
higher is the need of using near-optimal heuristics. We also
evaluate the performance of our proposal in terms of coverage
and connectivity in order to derive engineering insights on the
optimal WSN deployment. We show that when considering
heterogeneity, accurate sensors are usually more used than low
accuracy sensors despite being more expensive. We also show
that the choice of the communication technology depends on
the requested precision of pollution monitoring.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. We first
review the related works on the deployment issue of WSN in
section II. Then, we present in details our mathematical formulation of air pollution mapping quality in section III. Next, we
present our optimization models and heuristic algorithms in
sections IV and V. After that, we present the simulation data
set and analyze the obtained results in section VI. Finally,
we discuss the main characteristics and open issues of our
proposal in section VII and conclude the paper in section VIII.
II. R ELATED W ORKS : WSN DEPLOYMENT
The deployment issue of wireless sensor networks has
been addressed extensively in the literature where several
mathematical models, optimal algorithms and near-optimal
heuristics have been proposed [15]. The problem has been
defined in multiple ways depending on the context of the
deployment. The main issues targeted in the literature are
coverage, connectivity, network lifetime and the network deployment cost. In this section, we identify what lacks in
the literature and motivates the need of an application-aware
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deployment approach for air pollution mapping where the aim
is to place sensors in order to optimize their number and the
quality of pollution maps that result from the data gathered by
sensors once deployed. We present the related works based on
their coverage definition while identifying their formulation of
connectivity and network lifetime.
Existing deployment approaches are either event-aware [11],
[16]–[20] or correlation-aware [21]–[25]. In the first case, a
sensor is assumed to have a detection range, usually circular,
within which the sensor is capable of detecting any event that
may happen. The second class of deployment approaches is
based on the correlation that sensor measurements may present
in order to select the minimum number of sensing nodes.
A. Event-aware deployment methods
Chakrabarty et al. [11] represent the deployment region
as a grid of points and propose a nonlinear formulation for
minimizing the deployment cost of sensors while ensuring
complete coverage of the deployment region. Then, they apply
some transformations to linearize the first model and obtain an
ILP formulation. The authors formulate coverage based on the
distance between the different points of the deployment field.
Each sensor has a circular detection area, which defines the
points that the sensor can cover. Unfortunately, this measure of
coverage is inadequate to the air pollution monitoring since a
sensor positioned at a point A cannot cover a neighboring point
B if there is a difference between pollution concentrations at
these two points.
Altinel et al. [16] proposed another formulation based on
the Set Cover Problem, which is equivalent to the aforesaid
model but less complex. They also extend their formulation
to take into account the probabilistic sensing of sensor nodes
while assuming that a node is able to cover a given point
with a certain predefined probability. Despite that, this new
formulation is still generic since the dependency between the
errors of the deployed sensors is not considered. However,
this has to be taken into account when doing air pollution
estimation.
Chang et al. [17] proposed to use data fusion in the definition of coverage in order to take into account the collaborative
detection of targets. They based in their work on a probabilistic
sensing model to define the probability of target detection
and the false alarm rate. Then, they formulated a nonconvex
optimization problem minimizing the number of nodes under
coverage constraints. They presented resolution algorithms and
showed that the obtained solutions are near-optimal and hence
very close to the optimal ones. Still, this work considers the
existence of a detection range.
Recent works have targeted the connectivity and multiobjective deployment issues. The authors of [18] formulate
connectivity based on the flow problem while assuming that
sensors generate flow units in the network and verify if sinks
are able to recover them. Another connectivity formulation
has been introduced in [19] where authors base on an assignment approach. They introduce in their ILP formulation new
variables to define the communication paths between sensors
and sinks. However, this model involves more variables than
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the one based on the flow problem and is therefore more
complex. In another work [20], authors study the trade-off
between coverage, connectivity and energy consumption. They
formulate the problem as an ILP model and then propose a
multi-objective approach to optimize coverage, the network
lifetime and the deployment cost while maintaining the network connectivity.
B. Correlation-aware deployment methods
In [22], Roy et al. tackled the problem of finding the most
informative locations of sensors for monitoring environmental
applications. They assume the existence of a set of data
snapshots characterizing the phenomenon to monitor. Then,
they formulate the problem to find the best locations of sensors
in order to reconstruct the data of the whole phenomenon with
a required precision. Two optimization models are proposed to
handle both stationary and non stationary-fields. An iterative
resolution algorithm is proposed to solve the two deployment
problems. Unfortunately, this work is based on a strong
assumption; that is input data is perfect, which is not the case
of air pollution where simulated data may present some errors.
In [24], Krause et al. tackle the same problem based on
the assumption that the variations of the phenomenon are
Gaussian. They also assume a pre-deployment phase allowing
to gather data that can be used to characterize the phenomenon.
In order to select the best positions of sensors, they use the
concept of mutual information in order to define the quality
of a given topology. After the formulation of the problem,
they use the sub-modularity of mutual information to define a
polynomial algorithm. This work considers only coverage and
is extended in [25] to take into account the cost of connectivity
where the links qualities are assumed to be Gaussian. Since
air pollution is not necessarily Gaussian, this work does not
fit our application case.
The mathematical characteristics of the correlation-aware
deployment problem has been studied by Ranieri et al. in
[21] while considering a generic form. A greedy heuristic
is proposed to solve the problem. They perform extensive
simulations to show that their algorithm is capable of solving
the problem in a short time compared to the existing heuristics
while providing a near optimal solution.
In [23], authors consider an already deployed sensor network and propose an algorithm to define a sensing topology
to select active sensors and turn off the others. They estimate
the variations of the phenomenon in an online way to decide
whether a sensor is to keep active or not. In contrary to this
work, in our case, the sensing locations have to be chosen in an
offline way since the selection of sensing points is performed
before the network deployment.
C. Discussion
Even if the recent works take into account network constraints like connectivity and energy consumption, all coverage formulations either assume that sensors have a given
detection range, which is the case of event-aware methods,
or the assumption is instead made on the distribution of
sensor measurements, which is the case of correlation-aware
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methods. Novel application-aware deployment methods have
been recently proposed to consider the characteristics of the
application case in the design of the deployment approach;
examples include the work of [26] on wind monitoring and the
work of [27] for hot server detection in data centers. Following
the same direction, we propose in the next section to consider
the context of air pollution mapping in order to define an
appropriate formulation of coverage quality and then we derive
optimization models and heuristic algorithms in the following
sections.
III. M ATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF AIR POLLUTION
MAPPING QUALITY

A. Characterization of the deployment region
We consider as input the map of a given urban area that
we call the deployment region. Let P be a set of discrete
points approximating the deployment region at a high-scale
(|P | = N ). The set P can be obtained using a 2D or 3D
discretization. Our goal in this paper is to be able to determine
with a high precision the concentration value at each point
p ∈ P. We ensure that for each point p ∈ P, either a sensor is
deployed or the pollution concentration can be estimated with
a high precision based on the data gathered by the neighboring
deployed sensors. We also ensure that all the deployed sensors
can send their data to at least one sink node while optimizing
the positions of sink nodes. The main notations used in this
section are presented in TABLE I.
In general case, the set P is considered as the set of potential
positions of WSN nodes. However, in smart cities applications,
some restrictions on node positions may apply because of
authorization or practical issues. For instance, in order to
alleviate the energy constraints, we may place sensors on only
lampposts and traffic lights as experimented in [28]. When
this is the case, we do not consider as potential positions the
points p ∈ P where sensors cannot be deployed.
We use decision variables x p (respectively y p ) to specify
if a sensor (respectively a sink) is deployed at point p or not.
For sink nodes, we consider as potential positions the set
b = P ∪ PS where PS is a set of additional potential positions
P
where only sinks can be deployed; i.e. x p = 0 ∀p ∈ PS .
In addition, we assume that sensors and sinks cannot be
deployed at the same location; i.e. x p + y p <= 1.

B. Interpolation formulation
As claimed before, our idea is to base on interpolation in
order to formulate coverage quality based on the sensing error
of the deployed nodes and the estimation error of pollution
concentration at locations where no sensor is deployed. Interbp at a given
polation formulate the estimated concentration Z
location p ∈ P as a weighted combination of the measured
concentrations Zq , q ∈ P [29]. The weights of the measured
concentrations Wpq are called correlation coefficients and can
be evaluated in a deterministic way based on the distance
between the location of the measured concentration and the
location of the estimated concentration. In this case, which
bp is
is called the Inverse Distance Weighting interpolation, Z
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evaluated using formula 1. The correlation coefficients can be
also evaluated in a stochastic way, the most used method doing
so is called kriging. Without loss of generality, we focus in
this paper on the case of deterministic interpolation.
Í
bp =
Z

q∈P

Wpq ∗ Zq

Í

Wpq

q∈P

(1)

Sets and parameters
Set of points (the deployment region)
Number of points
Set of sensor types
Set of time snapshots
Ground truth pollution concentrations
(1)
Simulated pollution concentrations
(using atmospheric dispersion simulation)
Zp
Measured pollution concentrations
bp
Estimated pollution concentrations
Z
(using interpolation)
(1)
mtp
Simulation errors
(using atmospheric dispersion simulation)
(2)
s kp
Sensing errors
Wpq
Correlation coefficients
B pq
Correlation-existence coefficients
D
The correlation distance function
d
Maximum correlation distance
α
Attenuation coefficient of the correlation distance
β
Wind coefficient of correlation
(2)
Γk (p) Communication neighborhoods
(2)
Rk
Communication ranges
(2)
k
Apq
Adjacency matrix
E
Tolerated estimation error
I
The maximum number of sinks
(2)
δ kp
The cost of sensors
ψp
The cost of sinks
F
Deployment cost of the whole network
J
Deployment budget
Decision variables of optimization models
P
N
K
T
Gp
M tp

x pk

Define whether a sensor of type k is deployed
(2)
at point p or not ; x pk ∈ {0, 1}, p ∈ P
yp
Define whether a sink is deployed at point p
or not; y p ∈ {0, 1}, p ∈ P
Auxiliary variables of optimization models
ep
Estimation error of pollution concentration
at point p; e p ≥ 0, p ∈ P
g pq
Flow quantity transmitted from node p to node q
g pq ∈ {0, 1, ...}, p ∈ P, q ∈ Γ(p)
(1)
When considering only one time snapshot, t is omitted.
(2)
When considering only one type of nodes, k is omitted.

TABLE I: Main notations used in our proposal.
Formula 1 can be generalized in order to take into account
bp = Zp when x p = 1; and 2) Zq values should
that: 1) Z
be considered in the fraction only when xq = 1. Hence, we
get formula 2 in addition to constraint 3 that ensures that the
denominator is never equal to zero. B pq parameters define
whether there is a correlation between points p and q or not;
that is, B pq = 1 when Wpq > 0.

Í

Wp q ·x q ·Zq
bp = x p · Zp + (1 − x p ) · q∈P
Í
Z
q∈P Wp q ·x q
Í
q ∈ P B pq · xq ≥ 1

(2)
(3)

C. Correlation coefficients
In the context of air pollution estimation, a variant of Inverse
Distance Weighting interpolation can be used in order to
calculate the Wpq parameters based on the wind velocity
and direction in addition to the distance between the two
points p and q. For instance, authors in [30] use formula 4
where D(p, q) is the distance function and α is the attenuation
coefficient of the correlation distance (i.e. for greater values of
α, very low correlation coefficients are assigned to far points).
B pq is calculated based on d, which is called the maximum
correlation distance and defines the range of the correlated
neighboring points of a given point. The last parameter of
formula 4 is β, which allows us to increase the correlation
when points p and q are in the direction of wind; that is,
® or qp
® is
β = 1 if the angle between wind direction and pq
less than a threshold T H β , otherwise β = 0.
Wpq = B pq · (

B pq =



1
+ β)
D(p, q)α

1 if q ∈ Disc(p, d)
0 if q < Disc(p, d)

(4)

(5)

Note that the formulation of Wpq in formula 4 does not
take into account the impact of wind velocity. In addition,
wind direction from p to q or q to p is assumed to have the
same impact. To overcome those limitations, formula 6 can
be used instead to calculate Wpq parameters. Here, u® denotes
the wind vector, | u®| the normalized wind velocity in the range
® u®) is the cosine of the angle between vectors
[0, 1] and cos( pq,
® and u®. Thanks to the use of the cosine function, correlation
pq
values are reduced when the direction of wind is opposite to
®
pq.
Wpq = B pq ·

® u®))
(1 + cos( pq,
1
· | u®| ·
D(p, q)
2

(6)

In order to take into account the impact of the urban
topography on the dispersion of pollutants, D can be defined
as the shortest distance along the roads network. This allows us
to assign small correlation values to points that are separated
by buildings, even if they are close with respect to the
euclidean distance [31].
The proposed formulation of correlation coefficients Wpq
corresponds to the application of the Inverse Distance Weighting interpolation as already claimed. This is why the correlation coefficients are calculated based on the distance
between sensing locations and estimated locations. However,
our formulation is general enough to fit other deterministic
interpolation methods mainly natural neighbor interpolation
but also others like nearest neighbor interpolation. Natural
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neighbor interpolation can be obtained by setting the α parameter of formula 4 to a sufficiently high value so that only
nearest neighbors are taken into account in the interpolation
formula. In this case, the correlation coefficients can be also
estimated using Voronoi diagrams [32]. Indeed, we first
determine the Voronoi diagram corresponding to the sensors
located in the neighborhood of point p where the interpolation
will be calculated. Then, we update the Voronoi diagram by
considering point p in addition to its neighboring sensors. As
a result, the size of the Voronoi cells corresponding to each
neighboring sensor location is reduced due to the adding of
the new Voronoi cell corresponding to point p. Finally, we
get the correlation coefficient of each neighboring sensor q
by evaluating the proportion of the Voronoi cell of sensor q
which has been lost after having updated the Voronoi diagram.
As in formula 4, we can also take into account the effect of
wind direction by adding the β parameter to the final result.
D. Approximation of sensor measurements
In order to be able to use the interpolation formula 2, we
need to know the concentrations that can be measured at every
point p ∈ P; i.e. Zp . However, since the aim of our work is to
determine the best positions of sensors, the network is not yet
deployed and hence Zp values cannot be considered as input
to our formulation. Fortunately, using atmospheric dispersion
simulators [33], we can obtain simulated pollution concentrations that can be used to approximate measured pollution
concentrations Zp . These simulated concentrations depend on
weather conditions and pollution emissions. Let Gp denote
the ground truth (or real) value of pollution concentration at
point p and M p denote the simulated pollution concentration
obtained by means of the atmospheric dispersion simulator.
The relationship between Gp and M p (respectively Gp and
Zp ) is presented in formula 7 (respectively in formula 8)
where m p is the simulation error given by the dispersion
simulator at point p and s p is the sensing error in the
measurements of a node deployed at point p. We now derive
formula 9 that characterizes the error of approximating the
measured concentrations Zp by the simulated concentrations
Mp.
M p − Gp
Zp − Gp
Zp − M p

∈
∈
∈

[−m p , m p ]
[−s p , s p ]
[−s p − m p , s p + m p ]

(7)
(8)
(9)

In order to be able to use this coverage quality measure in
the optimization models, we need to express it depending only
on the known parameters, this means that we should not use
parameters Z and G in the estimation error formulation. First
we simplify formula 10 to obtain formula 11 and then formula
12 based on the fact that either x p = 1 or 1 − x p = 1. Then,
we get formula 13 based on the relationship between Zp and
Gp presented in formula 8.
ep =

ep =

ep =

UB(|x p · (Zp − Gp )
Í
q ∈ P Wpq · xq · (Zq − Gp )
Í
|)
+(1 − x p ) ·
q ∈ P Wpq · xq

x p · UB(|Zp − Gp |)
Í
UB(| q ∈ P Wpq · xq · (Zq − Gp )|)
Í
+(1 − x p ) ·
(12)
q ∈ P Wpq · xq
x p · s p + (1 − x p ) ·
Í
UB(| q ∈ P Wpq · xq · (Zq − Gp )|)
Í
(13)
q ∈ P Wpq · xq

In order to eliminate Zq and Gp from 13, notice that the
numerator of the fraction can be simplified to get formula 14.
Also, notice that the members of the summations in formula
14 can be simplified as shown in formulas 15 and 16.
Õ

UB(|

Wpq · xq · (Zq − Gp )|)

q∈P

= Max {UB(

We define the quality of pollution coverage at point p as
the estimation error e p of the interpolation method; i.e. the
bp
absolute difference between the estimated concentration Z
and the ground truth concentration Gp . Hence, we get formula
10 where UB is the least upper bound (or maximum) function,
bp and Gp .
which is used because of the uncertainty in Z
bp − Gp |)
e p = UB(| Z

(10)

Õ

Wpq · xq · (Zq − Gp )),

q∈P

UB(−

Õ

Wpq · xq · (Zq − Gp ))}

q∈P

= Max{

Õ

Wpq · xq · UB(Zq − Gp ),

q∈P

Õ

Wpq · xq · UB(Gp − Zq )}

(14)

q∈P

UB(Zq − Gp ) = UB(M q − M p + Zq − M q + M p − Gp )
= M q − M p + UB(Zq − M q ) + UB(M p − Gp )
= M q − M p + s q + mq + m p
(15)

UB(Gp − Zq )

E. Basic coverage quality formulation

(11)

=

M p − M q + s q + mq + m p

(16)

At then end, the expression of the estimation error depending only on known parameters is given in formula 17.
ep = xp · sp + Í
Õ

(1 − x p )
· Max {
q ∈ P Wpq · xq

Wpq · xq · (M q − M p + sq + mq + m p ),

q∈P

Õ
q∈P

Wpq · xq · (M p − M q + sq + mq + m p )} (17)
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F. Multi-scenario coverage quality formulation
In the expression of the quality of pollution coverage at
point p given in formula 17, the values of M p and m p
are considered as constants. We recall that M p and m p are
obtained by simulation depending on pollution emissions and
weather conditions. This means that when the sensor network
is operating at a given moment t, the estimation error e p corresponds to the expression presented in 17 only if M p and m p
values are obtained while considering the weather conditions
and pollution emissions that correspond to the moment t. In
order to cope with that, M p and m p should be defined as
random variables and not constants. By doing so, e p as defined
in formula 17 also becomes a random variable. In order to
derive a deterministic formula from the expression presented
in 17, we first propose to consider a set of time snapshots
T where each snapshot t ∈ T corresponds to a potential
scenario of weather conditions and pollution emissions. Then,
we define M tp and mtp as, respectively, simulated pollution
concentration and simulation error at point p while considering
weather conditions and pollution emissions corresponding to
the snapshot t. Finally, we define in formula 18 the new
formulation of pollution coverage quality as the maximum
error among all the time snapshots T . Our formulation remains
general and can also accommodate the mean error instead of
the maximum error if desired by the application. Note that
the number of the time snapshots is a key factor in this new
definition of coverage quality. Indeed, the more the number
of snapshots, the better is the approximation of the random
variables M p and m p . Another key factor is the granularity
of the snapshots which can be as low as hourly or as high as
yearly.
e p = Max t ∈ T {
(1 − x p )
· Max {
xp · sp + Í
q ∈ P Wpq · xq
Õ
Wpq · xq · (M qt − M tp + sq + mqt + mtp ),
q∈P

Õ

Wpq · xq · (M tp − M qt + sq + mqt + mtp )}} (18)

q∈P

G. Taking into account sensing heterogeneity
So far, we have been considering that all the sensor nodes
have the same sensing error at a given point p. The coverage
quality formulation can be more general by considering a set
of sensor types K where the sensing error depends on the type
of the sensor; i.e the sensing error of a sensor of type k ∈ K
at point p ∈ P is denoted s kp . In this case, the index k is also
added to variables x p in order to denote the fact that a sensor
of type k is placed at point p, hence we get x pk variables. Note
that only one type can be chosen to be deployed at point p as
formulated in formula 19.
Õ
k ∈K

x pk ≤ 1,

p∈P

(19)

In order to take into account the heterogeneity of sensor
nodes in the formulation of coverage quality, we transform
formula 18 to formula 20 by adding the index
Í k to the sensing
errors and replacing x p variables by k ∈K x pk . Since the
denominator has been changed, we need to transform formula
3 to formula 21 in order to ensure that the denominator is
always greater than 0.
e p = Max t ∈T {
Í
Õ
(1 − k ∈K x pk )
k
k
· Max {
xp · sp + Í
Í
k
q ∈ P Wpq · k ∈K xq
k ∈K
Õ
Õ
Wpq ·
xqk · (M qt − M tp + sqk + mqt + mtp ),
q∈P

Õ

k ∈K

Wpq ·

q∈P

Õ

xqk · (M tp − M qt + sqk + mqt + mtp )}

k ∈K

}

(20)

Õ
q∈P

B pq ·

Õ

xqk ≥ 1,

p∈P

(21)

k ∈K

H. Taking into account the reliability of sensor measurements
The measurements of sensor nodes may be different compared to the ground truth values because of environmental
conditions like high temperatures for instance [34]. Moreover,
the way sensors react to environmental conditions may be
different from a sensor to another even if they measure the
same pollutant because the sensing quality highly depends on
the brand of the sensors (also denoted in our paper as the type
of the sensors). Indeed, during high temperatures for instance,
the drift of sensor measurements is not the same depending
on their brand.
We recall that the difference between sensor measurements
and ground truth values (a.k.a. the sensing errors) is denoted
by s kp in our definition of coverage quality in formula 20.
Here, p is the point where the sensor is deployed and k is the
type (or the brand) of the sensor. In order to take into account
the impact of weather conditions on sensing errors, we add
the index t to s kp to get s kt
p where t ∈ T and T is the set
of snapshots characterizing weather conditions as defined in
section III-F.
The identification of s kt
p values is necessary before the deployment process. Fortunately, sensing errors can be characterized during the calibration process of sensor nodes [35]. The
idea is to expose the sensors to different weather conditions
and then compare their measurements to those provided by
reference stations. For each weather condition (i.e. for each
t ∈ T ), several measurements are performed and the s kt
p value
corresponds to the maximum error of the sensor node in those
measurements.
During the interpolation process, measurements with high
sensing errors should be removed from formula 20. In order
to ignore the bad quality measurements in the coverage
quality formulation, we first add the indices k and t to the
kt
correlation coefficients Wpq defined in section III-C; i.e. W pq
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corresponds then to the weight of the measurement of sensor
k deployed at point q during weather condition t. Then, we
kt to 0 when the sensing error during weather
propose to set Wpq
condition t , i.e. sqkt , exceeds a given threshold defined as input
to our deployment approach.
In the following section, we design optimization models to
find the optimal locations of sensor nodes while using our
pollution-aware definition of coverage quality. Sensors are deployed in order to reduce the estimation error of interpolation
at locations where no sensor is deployed. Thanks to the use
kt
of s kt
p parameters and Wpq correlation coefficients in our
coverage formulation, the optimization models presented in
the following section will ensure in the deployment results
that sensors having good precision will be preferred over those
having bad precision as follows:
• If for some weather condition t, a sensor node k has a
sensing error exceeding the threshold value, the measurements of the node in question occurring during weather
condition t will not be taken into account in the interpolation formulation.
• Sensor nodes with s kt
p exceeding the threshold of the
sensing error for all the weather conditions are considered
as defective and will not be deployed at all.
IV. O PTIMIZATION MODELS
A. MIN_COST: Deployment cost minimization under coverage
quality requirements
1) Objective function: We first denote by δ pk (respectively
ψ p ) the deployment cost of a sensor of type k (respectively a
sink) at point p. The network deployment cost to minimize is
thus given as follows:
F =

Õ Õ
p ∈ P k ∈K

δ kp ∗ x pk +

Õ

ψp ∗ yp

e p ≥ Max t ∈T {
Í
Õ
(1 − k ∈K x pk )
k
k
· Max {
xp · sp + Í
Í
k
q ∈ P Wpq · k ∈K xq
k ∈K
Õ
Õ
Wpq ·
xqk · (M qt − M tp + sqk + mqt + mtp ),
q∈P

Õ

k ∈K

Õ

Wpq ·

q∈P

xqk · (M tp − M qt + sqk + mqt + mtp )}} (26)

k ∈K

Õ

ep ≥

x pk

·

s kp

+Í

k ∈K

Õ

Wpq ·

q∈P

Õ

(1 −
q∈P

Í

x pk )
Í

k ∈K

Wpq ·

xk
k ∈K q

·

xqk · (M qt − M tp + sqk + mqt + mtp )

k ∈K

, p ∈ P, t ∈ T
(27)
Í
k
Õ
(1 − k ∈K x p )
·
ep ≥
x pk · s kp + Í
Í
k
q ∈ P Wpq · k ∈K xq
k ∈K
Õ
Õ
Wpq ·
xqk · (M tp − M qt + sqk + mqt + mtp )
q∈P

k ∈K

, p ∈ P, t ∈ T

(28)

We simplify constraints 27 and 28 by multiplying their both
sides by the denominator; thus we get, respectively, constraints
kt
29 and 30 where hkt
pq and lpq variables are defined in formulas
31 and 32.

(22)
Õ

p∈P

2) Air pollution mapping constraints: First, let the function
f ({e p , p ∈ P}) denote the estimation error of a given sensor
network topology. f is calculated based on the estimation error
at all the points that define the deployment region. Without
loss of generality, we consider in this paper that f is either
the maximum or the mean function. The main constraint of air
pollution mapping is defined in formula 23 and ensures that the
estimation error in the deployment region does not exceed the
required precision E that we call the tolerated estimation error.
The linear definition of function f is given in constraint 24
(respectively 25) in the case of the max function (respectively
the mean function) where N = |P |.
f ≤E
f ≥ ep,
p∈P
Í
f = p ∈ P e p /N

we are constraining e p variables to minimum values, the
equality in constraint 20 can be transformed to an inequality
as in constraint 26. Therefore, the Max function can be easily
eliminated and thus we get constraints 27 and 28.

(23)
(24)
(25)

Õ

Wpq ·

q ∈ P:B p q =1

Õ

hkt
pq ≥ 0,

p ∈ P, t ∈ T

(29)

kt
lpq
≥ 0,

p ∈ P, t ∈ T

(30)

k ∈K

Wpq ·

q ∈ P:B p q =1

Õ
k ∈K

k
hkt
pq = xq · (e p −

0

Õ

0

x pk · s kp −

k 0 ∈K

(1 −

Õ

0
x pk ) · (M qt

− M tp + sqk + mqt + mtp ))

k 0 ∈K

, (p, q) ∈ P : Bpq = 1, k ∈ K, t ∈ T
Õ 0
0
kt
lpq
= xqk · (e p −
x pk · s kp −

(31)

k 0 ∈K

(1 −

Õ

k0

x p ) · (M tp − M qt + sqk + mqt + mtp ))

k 0 ∈K

Constraint 23 together with constraint 20 defined in the
previous section ensure that the pollution estimation error of
the resulting network is bounded by the tolerated error E.
However, constraint 20 is too complex and should be linearized
in order to be solved efficiently by a mathematical solver and
this by eliminating the Max and division functions in addition
the product between variables x pk , xqk and e p . Note that since

, (p, q) ∈ P : Bpq = 1, k ∈ K, t ∈ T

(32)

We now linearize the definition of variables hkt
pq in constraints 33 and 34 where H is a big number defined to relax
constraint 33 when xqk = 1 and constraint 34 when xqk = 0. The
kt variables to get constraints 35
same thing is performed on lpq
and 36 where L is a big number defined to relax constraint
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35 when xqk = 1 and constraint 36 when xqk = 0. At the end,
the linear formulation of air pollution mapping is ensured by
constraints 21, 23, 29, 30, 33, 34, 35 and 36.
k
−H ∗ xqk ≤ hkt
pq ≤ H ∗ xq , (p, q) ∈ P : B pq = 1, k ∈ K, t ∈ T(33)
Í
0
0
−H ∗ (1 − xqk ) + (e p − k 0 ∈K x pk · s kp −
Í
0
(1 − k 0 ∈K x pk ) · (M qt − M tp + sqk + mqt + mtp ))

≤ hkt
pq ≤
Í
0
0
H ∗ (1 − xqk ) + (e p − k 0 ∈K x pk · s kp −
Í
0
(1 − k 0 ∈K x pk ) · (M qt − M tp + sqk + mqt + mtp )),
(p, q) ∈ P : B pq = 1, k ∈ K, t ∈ T
−L ∗

≤
≤ L ∗ xqk , (p, q) ∈ P : B pq = 1, k ∈ K, t
Í
0
0
−L ∗ (1 − xqk ) + (e p − k 0 ∈K x pk · s kp −
Í
0
(1 − k 0 ∈K x pk ) · (M tp − M qt + sqk + mqt + mtp ))
kt ≤
≤ lpq
Í
0
0
k
L ∗ (1 − xq ) + (e p − k 0 ∈K x pk · s kp −
Í
0
(1 − k 0 ∈K x pk ) · (M tp − M qt + sqk + mqt + mtp )),

xqk

kt
lpq

(p, q) ∈ P : B pq = 1, k ∈ K, t ∈ T

(34)
∈ T (35)

(36)

a) Case of the mean error of pollution snapshots:: As
stated in the previous section, our coverage formulation can be
adapted in order to consider the mean error of pollution snapshots rather than the maximum error. First, let etp be a decision
variable denoting the estimation error at point p corresponding
Í
to time snapshot t ∈ T . Therefore, e p = | T1 | · etp . Note that
for each t ∈ T , etp is defined as in formulas 27 and 28. Hence,
the linearized form of coverage formulation is obtained as in
formulas 29, 30, 33, 34, 35 and 36.
3) Network connectivity constraints: We formulate the connectivity constraint as a network flow problem. We consider
the same potential positions set P for sensors and sinks. We
first denote by Γk (p) where p ∈ P and k ∈ K, the set of
neighbors of a sensor node of type k deployed at point p.
This set can be determined using sophisticated propagation
models. It can be also determined using the binary disc model,
in which case Γk (p) = {q ∈ P where q ∈ Disc(p, R k )} where
R k is the communication range of of a sensor of type k. Let
Akpq be equal to 1 if q ∈ Γk (p) and equal to 0 otherwise.
Now, we define the flow variables g pq as the flow quantity
transmitted from a node located at point p to another node
located at point q. The idea is to suppose that each sensor
of the resulting WSN generates a flow unit in the network,
and then verify if these units can be recovered by sink nodes.
The following constraints ensure that the deployed sensors
and sinks form a connected wireless sensor network; i.e. each
sensor can communicate with at least one sink.
g pq ≤ N ∗ (y p +

Í

g pq ≤ N ∗ (yq +
Í

Í

k ∈K

b
x pk ∗ Akpq ), (p, q) ∈ P
b
xqk ∗ Akqp ), (p, q) ∈ P

k ∈K
k
k ∈K x p −

≤

Í
b
q∈P

Í

g pq

(37)

q∈P

b
p∈P

Í
b
p∈P

Í
Í
g pq =
b q∈P
b gqp
p∈P
Í
b yp ≤ I

b
q∈P

p∈P

(40)
(41)

Constraint 37 (respectively constraint 38) forces to 0 the
flow from p to q if neither a sensor nor a sink is positioned
at point p (respectively at point q) or a sensor of type k
is positioned at point p (respectively at point q) but cannot
communicate with its neighboring point q (respectively point
p). The assumption of sensors that should generate, each of
which, a flow unit is guaranteed thanks to constraint 39, which
is relaxed if a sink is deployed at point p; that is a sink can
receive up to N flow units, which is the maximum number
of sensors that we can have in the network. The overall flow
is conservative thanks to constraint 40, this means that sinks
recover all the flow units that are generated by sensor nodes.
Finally, constraint 41 allows us to fix the maximum number of
sinks of the resulting network that we denote I. This constraint
can be relaxed by setting I to N , in which case the mixed
integer programming model optimizes the number of sink
nodes in addition to the optimization of their positions.
We provide in Fig. 1 an example of a pollution sensor
network in order to show how the connectivity constraints are
executed. Here we have 5 sensor nodes that have been already
located using the coverage constraints and we already have a
potential location of the sink node. Our objective is to verify
if the network is connected or not using the flow concept.
•

•

•

In Fig. 1, the dotted lines are not valid links because
sensors which are involved in those lines are not close
enough. Therefore, flow units are not sent over those links
thanks to constraints 37 and 38.
We force all the sensors to send each a flow unit as stated
in the connectivity constraint 39. Note that some nodes
send their flow unit directly to the sink node whereas the
others pass through their neighbors. Also note that the
flow is conservative on each node, for instance a node
which receives a unit from a neighbor has to send to the
sink two units: its unit plus the one of its neighbor.
Finally, note that the overall flow is conservative thanks
to constraint 40: the sink node receives all the 5 units
generated by the 5 sensor nodes.

Fig. 1: Illustrative example of the flow concept.

(38)

N ∗ yp
Í
−
b gqp ≤

k
k ∈K x p ,

Í

(39)

4) MILP model: Finally, the mixed integer programming
model that allows us to minimize the network deployment
cost while ensuring a required coverage quality is denoted
MIN_COST and can be written as follows:
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[MIN_COST]
Objective: minimize F
Pollution mapping constraints: (19), (21), (23), (cf)∗,

and constraining the network deployment cost F instead of
the estimation error f . In both of our models, the number of
binary variables is equal to |P | · |K |. That is, the complexity
of the models is mainly due to the number of points and the
number of sensor types.

(29), (30), (33), (34), (35), (36)
B. Linear-relaxation based heuristic

Connectivity constraints: (37), (38), (39), (40), (41)
Decision variables:

x pk , y p

∈ {0, 1}
+

Auxiliary variables: e p , g pq ∈ R
∗

kt
; hkt
pq , lpq

∈R

: as explained in the beginning of section IV-A2,

(cf) should be replaced by either (24) or (25)
B. MIN_ERROR: Estimation error minimization under deployment budget constraint
In the second MILP model, we propose to minimize the
estimation error in the deployment region f defined in formulas 24 and 25. The deployment cost of the network should be
constrained by the budget J as in constraint 42.
F ≤J

(42)

Therefore, the second MILP model
MIN_ERROR and can be written as follows:

is

denoted

[MIN_ERROR]
Objective: minimize f
Budget constraint: (42)
Pollution mapping constraints: (19), (21), (cf)∗, (29),
(30), (33), (34), (35), (36)
Connectivity constraints: (37), (38), (39), (40), (41)
Decision variables: x pk , y p ∈ {0, 1}
+

Auxiliary variables: e p , g pq ∈ R
∗

kt
; hkt
pq , lpq

In order to solve our optimization models on large instances
in a reasonable time while getting near-optimal solutions, we
propose to use the concept of linear relaxation to design a
resolution algorithm for the model MIN_COST. As for solving
the model MIN_ERROR, we propose to use the concept
of binary search in addition to linear relaxation. Thanks to
linear relaxation, the binary variables are eliminated and our
heuristics run in polynomial time as we show later in this
section.
1) Solving MIN_COST: We first define the linear programming model LP1 while considering the same objective function
and constraints as MIN_COST and relaxing all the binary
variables x pk and y p ; i.e. binary variables are considered in
the range of [0, 1], this means that the solutions of the LP1
model are not necessarily binary. Note that in a given solution
of LP1 where placement variables x pk and y p are fractional,
the variable having the maximum value (i.e. the closest binary
variable to 1) corresponds to the most important node in the
satisfaction of coverage and connectivity constraints. Based
on this fact, we propose in each iteration of our heuristic
algorithm presented in Algorithm 1 to set a sensor of type
k0 at point p0 where x pk00 is the closet variable to 1 or to set a
sink at point p0 if y p0 is the closest variable to 1. The loop,
which performs iterative rounding, stops once the placement
variables are equal to either 0 or 1 and all the coverage and
connectivity constraints are ensured.
Algorithm 1 Heuristic algorithm to solve MIN_COST

∈R

: as explained in the beginning of section IV-A2,

(cf) should be replaced by either (24) or (25)
V. R ESOLUTION OF THE OPTIMIZATION MODELS
A. Exact MILP solvers and theoretical complexity
The proposed optimization models are based on integer
linear programming that can be solved using the exact MILP
solvers. In this paper we use the cplex exact solver from IBM
but only to solve small instances of our deployment problem.
Indeed, the MILP models are proved in the literature to be NPhard, i.e. the execution time of the MILP solvers increases
exponentially with the size of the problem. In our models,
the size of the problem depends on the number of points
approximating the deployment region |P |, the number of time
snapshots |T | and the number of sensor types |K |. In fact,
what makes the MILP models NP-hard is the number of binary
variables which causes an exponential increase in the number
of iterations when using the exact MILP solvers. Note that
the proposed models have the same size since MIN_ERROR
is obtained by changing the objective function of MIN_COST

Inputs: P, T
Outputs: {x pk }, {y p }
repeat
Solve the LP model
Let v be the maximum fractional variable among x pk and
y variables
Add constraint v = 1 to the LP model
until all the variables are binary

The theoretical complexity of Algorithm 1 mainly depends
on the number of iterations in the relaxation loop since solving
the LP1 model by the exact solvers runs in polynomial time.
Note that the number of iterations is at most equal to the
number of points P, which happens when a node has to
be deployed at each point. As a result, Algorithm 1 runs in
polynomial time.
2) Solving MIN_ERROR: We recall that MIN_ERROR is
in fact the dual problem of MIN_COST where the objective function and the main coverage constraint have been
exchanged. Let J be the deployment cost that we obtain by
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solving MIN_COST when the tolerated estimation error is set
to E. In this case, E can be considered as a solution to the
model MIN_ERROR when the deployment budget is set to J.
We base on this duality and use the principle of binary search
in order to define Algorithm 2 that allows us to solve the
problem MIN_ERROR. The idea is to explore the interval of
the possible values of the tolerated estimation error E which
are in the range [U,V]. U and V define the bounds on the
estimation error that we can get with the budget J. Note that
the estimation error never exceeds max p ∈ P,t ∈ T M tp + 2 ∗ mtp
according to our definition given in section III. The interval
[U,V] is tightened in every iteration and the main loop stops
once the length of the interval is sufficiently small compared
to a given threshold T H.
Algorithm 2 Heuristic algorithm to solve MIN_ERROR
Inputs: P, T
Outputs: {x pk }, {y p }
U←0
V ← max p ∈ P,t ∈ T M tp + 2 ∗ mtp
repeat
H ← U+V
2
if OBJ_M I N_COST(H) ≤ J then
V←H
else
U←H
until V − U ≤ T H
return SOLUT ION_M I N_COST(V)
The number of iterations is a key factor in the complexity
of Algorithm 2 and is equal to γ = [log2 (V0 /T H)] where
V0 = max p ∈ P,t ∈ T M tp + 2 ∗ mtp . The value of the constant γ
mainly depends on the nature of pollutants that defines the
value of V0 . The theoretical complexity of Algorithm 2 is
equal to γ multiplied by the complexity of solving MIN_COST
that occurs in each iteration. As a result, Algorithm 2 runs in
polynomial time when using our relaxation based algorithm
to solve MIN_COST in the main resolution loop.
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as potential positions of nodes all the grid points. In order to
show how we take into account simulation errors, we consider
a map of randomly generated errors, which is depicted in Fig.
2c.
We used as MILP exact solver the IBM ILOG CPLEX
solver. Default simulation parameters are summarized in TABLE II. When it is not precised in simulation scenarios,
we suppose that sensing is perfect. In addition, we fix the
maximum number of sinks to 1 in order to get mono-sink
networks.
Parameter
Number of discrete points
Maximum correlation distance
Attenuation coefficient of correlation
Communication range of sensor nodes
The tolerated estimation error
The maximum number of sinks
The cost of deploying a sensor at point p
The cost of deploying a sink at point p
Sensing error at point p
Threshold of wind direction

Notation
N
d
α
R
E
I
δp
ψp
sp
T Hβ

Value
225
100m
1
150m
5µg/m3
1
1
10
0
5 degrees

TABLE II: Default values of main simulation parameters.

B. Proof-of-concept
In order to validate our formulation of pollution-aware
coverage quality, we run the model MIN_ERROR to minimize
the maximum estimation error while considering 3 values
for the tolerated estimation error: 5, 8 and 10 µg/m3 . We
depict in Fig. 3 the obtained positions of sensors and sinks
for the three simulation cases. We also evaluate at each
point of the map the estimated concentration and then we
calculate the resulting estimation error. The obtained errors
are also depicted in Fig. 3. We notice that less sensors are
used when the tolerated estimation error increases. This is
expected since better deployment precision needs more sensor
nodes. In addition, Fig. 3 shows that the maximum value
in the error map in each simulation case is bounded by the
tolerated estimation error, which fits our coverage formulation.
Moreover, the obtained nodes form a connected network as
formulated in our connectivity constraint.

VI. S IMULATION RESULTS
A. Dataset

C. Evaluation of the proposed heuristics

In order to consider the real dispersion of air pollutants in
the simulated pollution concentrations M tp , we perform our
simulations on a set of 12 monthly and one annual pollution
snapshots. The dataset corresponds to the 2008 Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2 ) concentrations in the Lyon district of La-Part-Dieu,
which is the heart of the Lyon City. Pollution snapshots are
generated by an enhanced atmospheric dispersion simulator
called SIRANE [33], which is designed for urban areas and
takes into account the impact of street canyons on pollution
dispersion. The dataset has been provided by LMFA, which is
a research lab specialized in fluid mechanics in the Lyon city,
France.
We depict in Fig. 2b the pollution map that corresponds to
the annual mean of 2008. The deployment region has a spatial
resolution of 50 meters and is depicted in Fig. 2a. We consider

We evaluate the experimental complexity of our optimization models and the performance of our heuristic algorithms.
We assume in this simulation case that simulation models of
pollution concentrations are perfect and we focus on solving
the model MIN_COST while considering the minimization of
the deployment cost of a connected network without exceeding
a tolerated estimation error equal to 5µg/m3. TABLE III
presents the results that we obtained while considering the
Lyon district of La-part-dieu with different monthly snapshots
of pollution concentrations. Results in TABLE III are sorted
according to the execution time of the MILP solver. Note that
this sort fits well with pollution variability (the range length
of pollution concentrations corresponding to each snapshot).
TABLE III shows that the less the pollution variability in
the deployment region, the higher is the execution time of the
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(a) Deployment region
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(b) NO2 concentrations (µg/m3 )

(c) Simulation errors (µg/m3 )

Fig. 2: Deployment region, simulation of 2008 annual concentrations of NO2 and simulation errors corresponding to the district
of La-part-dieu, Lyon, France.

(a) Tolerated error = 5µg/m3 (181 nodes)

(b) Tolerated error = 8µg/m3 (85 nodes)

(c) Tolerated error = 10µg/m3 (58 nodes)

Fig. 3: Proof-of-concept: Optimal WSN topology and the corresponding estimation errors (µg/m3 ) while considering different
values of the maximum tolerated error. Sensors (respectively sinks) are depicted in red circles (blue triangles).

exact MILP solver. For example, the MILP solver takes more
than one hour to solve the problem instance corresponding
to January. However, the execution time of our heuristic
algorithm is stable regarding the pollution variability and is
less than one minute in most of the simulations. As a result, the
time gain factor of our heuristic increases with the complexity
of the problem and is higher than 10 for most of the instances.
As for the value of the objective function, we notice that the
optimal deployment cost increases with pollution variability;
i.e. more sensors are needed when pollution variability is
higher. In order to compare the optimal solutions to the
approximated ones given by our heuristic, we define the
1
percentage drift which is equal to o2o−o
where o1 the optimal
1
objective value and o2 is the approximated value. We notice
in TABLE III that the percentage drift ranges between 23%
and 34% with a mean equal to 30%.
D. Evaluation of the coverage results
In this section, we evaluate the optimal coverage results
of our deployment models. First, we depict in Fig. 4a the
deployment cost depending on the estimation tolerated error
while considering two error functions: the maximum error and
the mean error. Results show that the less the tolerated error,

the higher is the deployment cost, which is reasonable since
reducing the estimation error requires more information and
hence more sensors. Also, we notice that when considering the
same tolerated value on the x-axis, we deploy less sensors for
the mean error than the maximum error. Indeed, the maximum
error constraint is stronger than the constraint of the mean error
since outliers do not appear in the mean function.
We also evaluate the impact of the sensing (s p ) and simulation (m p ) errors on the final estimation error while considering
4 scenarios, in each of which we vary the values of sensing
and simulation errors. We depict the obtained results in Fig.
4b. Results show that the estimation error is shifted by 2∗m+s,
which is explained by our definition of the estimation error in
formula 17 where m occurs two times and s occurs only one
time.
Finally, we evaluate the impact of sensing heterogeneity
while considering two different types of sensors: low accuracy
and high accuracy ones. We vary the cost ratio of the two
sensor types and consider two cases in the quality difference
between the two types. Results are depicted in Fig. 4c and
show that the more the accurate sensors are expensive, the
higher is the deployment cost. Indeed, accurate sensors are
usually used more than low accuracy sensors. However, when
the cost of the accurate sensors reaches the double of the low
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Time snapshot
(month)
September
April
March
November
February
January
Mean

Pollution variability
(µg/m3 )
34.877
34.630
31.827
29.483
28.024
27.717
32.162
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Execution time (seconds)
MILP solver
Heuristic Gain factor
183.914
40.850
4.502
188.911
42.459
4.449
471.260
42.534
11.080
822.781
47.396
17.360
1495.090
60.790
24.594
4596.050
47.295
97.178
1112.852
46.351
22.843

Objective function (deployment cost)
MILP solver Heuristic Drift (%)
95.000
117.000
23.2
92.000
121.000
31.5
84.000
113.000
34.5
76.000
102.000
34.2
72.000
95.000
31.9
75.000
100.000
33.3
86.143
111.429
30.0

TABLE III: MILP solver VS Linear relaxation-based heuristic.

accuracy ones, only these latter are used because their number
can compensate their quality.
E. Evaluation of the connectivity results
In the final simulation scenario, we evaluate the connectivity results while considering two different types of nodes
depending on their communication capabilities: nodes with
a communication range equal to 150m that we consider as
short range communication nodes (like 802.15.4 for instance);
and nodes with a communication range equal to 500m that
we consider as long-range communication nodes (like Lora
Sigfox for instance). We vary the cost ratio between the two
node types and depict the optimal network deployment cost in
Fig. 5. Results show that only short-range communications are
used when long range communications are very expensive; i.e.
starting from a ratio equal to the double on the x-axis. Indeed,
using several short range communication nodes can replace
long range nodes when these latter are much expensive than
short range nodes. In addition, when the tolerated estimation
error is lower, the curve converges faster as shown in Fig.
5. The main reason behind this is that the network is denser
when the tolerated error is lower.
VII. D ISCUSSIONS
We discuss in this section the main characteristics of our
deployment solutions regarding the application case of air
pollution. We also provide some details to show how our
models can be extended in order to take into account the
network lifetime and nodes’ mobility.
A. Pollution-aware WSN deployment
Our deployment approach targets specifically the application
of air pollution monitoring which is characterized by two main
features compared to many other WSN applications: the availability of sophisticated air pollution simulation models and the
issue of pollution measurements’ reliability. In this work, we
leverage the use of state-of-the-art simulation models in order
to characterize the ground truth concentrations with bounded
errors and then define an appropriate coverage formulation
that is adapted to air pollution monitoring. In order to deal
with the uncertainty in pollution sensors’ measurements, our
coverage formulation takes into account the impact of weather
conditions on sensing errors to filter out bad measurements in
the interpolation process.

B. Formulation of network connectivity
The network connectivity is formulated in our deployment
models using the flow concept based on prior knowledge
regarding communication links’ quality. Indeed, only good
quality links are used by sensors to communicate their data to
sink nodes. Although we consider in this paper mainly binary
communication links, the extension of our work to take into
account probabilistic communication links is one of our main
perspectives.
C. Optimization of the network lifetime
We believe that our optimization models and heuristic
algorithms can be extended in order to take into account the
network lifetime. One possible extension is to do as in the
work of [18] where authors define the energy constraints based
on the flow concept. The idea is to split the lifetime of the
network into a sequence of timeframes (a sequence of minutes
for instance) and enforce each sensor node to send a flow unit
in each timeframe. Then, a new constraint should be added to
the model in order to ensure that for each sensor, the sum of the
energy that is consumed in the set of timeframes is less than
the energy of the battery of the sensor. The lifetime objective
function corresponds to the maximum number of timeframes
where the network is operating. This solution is viable for our
proposal since our models are also based on the flow concept.
D. Mobile deployment
Our models are designed for static networks because pollution sensors operate well when they are static [36]. However,
sinks can be considered as mobile nodes and this can be
integrated in our model based on existing mobile-sinks formulations such as the work of [18]. The idea is to consider a set
of timeframes as in the model extension of network lifetime.
The mobile sink changes its positions in each timeframe. Then,
the flow constraints should be formulated in order to ensure
that the flow is conservative in the network in each timeframe.
This means that in each timeframe, each sensor generates a
flow unit and the sink node receives all the generated units.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we tackle the deployment issue of heterogeneous sensor networks and propose mixed integer programming models and heuristic algorithms taking into account
the network deployment cost and the air pollution mapping
quality while ensuring the network connectivity. Our main
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(a) Deployment cost vs. tolerated error.

(b) Impact of sensing and simulation errors.

(c) Impact of sensing heterogeneity.

Fig. 4: Coverage results.
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